Water and Oxygen letting your skin breathe
Treatment Theory
Water and Oxygen Jet Series is an effective acne treatment system, which mixes
the water, medical oxygen and nutrition liquid completely, and in a speed of
200m/s spray out and act on skin. The mixture penetrates epidermis into deep
dermis with 50-80µm tiny granules and cleans the follicle and sebaceous gland
completely.

Oxygen Facial can help treat the following conditions:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deep clean clogged pores in acne cases
Skin soften; Skin whitening, improve the skin gloomily, make the pore small,
improve the skin to be rough.
Deep cleaning and nutrient replenishment to skin.
Alopecia seborrheica.
Oily skin
Dull uneven skin texture
Folliculosis
Fine line reduction.
Elimination of white and black heads
Enhances the overall appearance of the skin

Design Session:
•
•
•

No of treatments : 3-6 treatments
Treatment Interval : one or two weeks apart
Treatment Time : 30min, 60min plus post mask or 90min plus post mask

Oxygen Facials
Letting Your Skin Breathe
An oxygen facial is a skin treatment in which an airbrush is used to make your skin more
plump. Oxygen facial provides a rich concentration of oxygen for direct application to the
skin mix with the anti aging serum. moisturizer, vitamins and antioxidants to clear the
face. The application of oxygen under hyperbaric pressure allows the epidermis to
increase its oxygen surface level concentration. This pressure also assists in the rapid
absorption of the serum. It can improve cells metabolism, lubricate collagen and elastin
fribres, initialise osmotic hydration, carry antioxidants to the skin, aid in surface pigment
dispersion, reduce cell degradation and attack, enhances the elasticity of the skin, reduce
the fine lines and wrinkles, reduce erythema
You will see immediate skin glow so the result is 3 times faster than traditional hands
facial.

Oxygen facials also don't last that long; for the first six weeks, you need to get a new
treatment once a week. After that, once a month is supposed to be enough to maintain
your wrinkle-free look.

How the Pure Oxygen treatment work:
We start off the treatment with a thoroughly cleanse and exfoliation, which is followed
by the oxygen treatment. Pressurised pure hyperbaric oxygen is applied to the skin with a
small pen/gun liking device, the oxygen helps speed up absorption of the serum and skin
care products which have rich botanical ingredients with free radical effect. Pure Oxygen
real benefits lie in its ability to stimulate cell renewal and promote skin production of
elastin and collagen.
Client feedback:
The treatment is quite relaxing, cooling and soothing. I was amazed the effects are truly
instantaneous, after my treatment the “crunchiness” at the edges of my eyes is absolutely
non-existent, the area around my forehead and lips is completely smooth and my face
feels smooth and soft.
Oxygen is also known for its anti-bacterial qualities which I noticed most of all when, the
day after my facial, a couple of little spots on my skin had significantly improved! All of
this and I only had one treatment!
I love Pure Oxygen facial and definitely will keep on with scheduled treatment.

